Graduate Student Researcher (GSR) Job Posting
UCLA Biodesign Hub - MedTech and Digital Health Innovation Study

Job Title: Graduate Student Researcher (GSR)
Company: UCLA Biodesign Hub for MedTech and Digital Health
Location: Los Angeles, California, United States
Expected Commitment: 10 hours per week
Posting Start Date: Friday, December 11
Posting End Date: Wednesday, December 23
Work Period: January 18 – March 26 (9 weeks)
Compensation: $25 / Hr.
Principal Investigator: Dr. Jennifer McCaney (Jennifer.mccaney@anderson.ucla.edu)
Positions Available: 1

Summary Statement:
The UCLA Biodesign Hub for MedTech and Digital Health is recruiting a graduate student researcher (GSR) with a background in business analytics or computer science to help create an Impact Report that examines the impact of healthcare regulatory and reimbursement processes on medical technology and digital health innovation over the last decade. This is a great opportunity for graduate students seeking experience in industry research, consulting, analytics, and business intelligence. Responsibilities will include working with project lead and principal investigator to clean data, prepare data for analysis, conduct analyses of multiple datasets in an analytics platform, translate analyses to insights and diagrams for use in materials, and build an interactive public-facing web-based dashboard for public use.

Minimum Qualifications:
- Experience cleaning, combining, and managing large datasets in Excel or other platform(s)
- Strong experience using Tableau to analyze data and build interactive public-facing dashboards and programming capability constructing queries using SQL, Python, R, etc.
- Some experience running statistical regressions and determining significance of data relationships
- Ability to turn analytics in Tableau into data charts, diagrams, and illustrations in PowerPoint
- Ability to translate analytics into insights and illustrations for use in website and written report

Graduate students who hold AAP appointments must meet criteria including the following:
- Registered/enrollment in at least 12 units continuously for the term(s) of appointment
- Minimum 3.0 cumulative GPA at the time of hire
- Supervised by a UCLA faculty member
Registration
- GSRs are required to be registered and enrolled in at least 12 quarter units throughout their appointments. GSRs must enroll in independent studies at the 500-level. GSRs may include the 500-level units in reaching the 12-unit load. GSR’s must have a minimum 3.0 cumulative GPA at the time of hire. GSR’s must be supervised by a UCLA faculty member.

Appointment, Payment, and Benefits
- GSRs are typically hired during the Fall, Winter and Spring quarter at 49% or less. GSRs are eligible to work more during the Inter-Quarter Months and Summer Periods. GSRs are paid on a monthly basis.
- Students hired as a GSR may be eligible for tuition and fee remission benefits. Depending on the appointment, international students may be eligible for Non Resident Supplemental Tuition remission. View the Academic Apprentice Personnel Benefits document for details.
- For maximum employment details, salary scales, and fee remission benefits please visit the [Graduate Division website](https://graduateresources.ucla.edu/).  

Hiring Process
- Please submit resume or CV to Jennifer.mccanay@anderson.ucla.edu
- Applications will be reviewed on a rolling basis, so apply early if interested
- Applicants will be invited to conduct an interview with PI and project team
- If selected for a GSR position, the UCLA Biodesign Hub will contact the student
- The GSR will receive further details and information on how to complete the hiring process